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Job Vacancies 
The  Pinks

Fly the coop! For more information or to apply to any of these roles please 
email:  contact@fellowsandassociates.com or phone 020 7903 5019. 

Fellows and Associates Ltd. acts as an agency within the meaning of the Conduct of Employment Agencies and Employment Businesses Regulations 2003.  We operate a 
strict equal opportunities policy.

Electronics, Partnership Potential, London  
Fast expanding, highly commercial firm that benefits from a trend 
defyingly successful 2009 and 2010.  You will have a strong sense that 
providing high quality work is crucial and exhibit a disposition that lends 
itself to networking and client development.  Given the growth plans of the 
practice they can offer a mixed portfolio of work and freedom to develop 
your career in the way you have imagined it to be.  The firm’s people 
exhibit a fresh attitude to business in the intellectual property sector, 
reflecting the necessities of a more competitive, commercial environment. 

Electronics, Qualified, London       
Bored by a mundane workload?  Craving variety?  This firm’s recent 
and substantial dramatic increase in work ensures that they can offer 
new recruits a range unrivalled by many of their peers.  In the medium 
term, the practice needs to increase the size of its partnership so 
opportunities for career advancement are abundant and achievable.  
Clients include global corporations, local direct work and a healthy mix 
of international and UK preparation and prosecution.

Partner/Partner Designate, London
Technical discipline unimportant; potential to step into a highly 
demanding but definitely rewarding role a must.  You will be someone 
with leadership potential and will have the flair and commercial instincts 
to develop a new kind of client offering.  This would be an ideal role for 
Associates wishing to take the next step to Partner.  Existing Partners of 
competing firms will also be considered with a small following to reflect 
the status required.

Biotechnology, Qualified, London   
Direct clients, international clients.  Oppositions, original drafting, IP 
consultancy.  A firm that appreciates the history of the patent 
profession but knows that it is essential that new business 
strategies are adopted to maximise the earning potential of a more 
connected world.

Biotechnology, Qualified, Midlands
Highly thought of firm with an excellent biotechnology practice wishes 
to expand by increasing its headcount.  Benefit from a great deal of 
investment in firm infrastructure and a remuneration structure that is on 
a par with London private practices. 

Electronics, Qualified, London
Prestigious, highly renowned practice with an exemplary recent track 
record of success despite economic circumstances.  A financially 
rewarding role within a culture that promotes individuality and 
encourages new ideas. Clients include many household names with 
work at the technological cutting edge.

Biotechnology, Part Qualified, North West 
Fantastic role for an Attorney wanting support and training to develop 
but at the same time hoping for a more interesting day via early 
responsibility.  Be directly involved with clients, have an input on the 
development of the office and demonstrate your commercial acumen 
by shining at networking events.  A role that could advance your career 
tremendously beyond that of your peer group.  

Biotechnology, Qualified, North West
Mix of direct local and international clients.  A career structure that 
rewards performance not time served.  A fair and progressive Equity 
ladder with an ever increasing monetary pot.  A recession proof 
business that has been at the forefront of defining the way a UK firm 
of Patent Attorneys should operate in the 21st Century. Work with 
extremely high calibre individuals and with clients that are world 
leaders in their field.  

Chemist, Qualified, Yorkshire
A practice that has a close working relationship with many local 
companies and universities and is a focal point of entrepreneurial 
activity.  Work within a highly experienced and professional team that 
have shown commercial know-how in order to maximise revenue 
during an economic downturn. 

Electronics, Qualified, Midlands
This firm has a magnificent pedigree and an exciting and diverse 
client base. Wishing to capitalise on a recent upturn in workload, the 
partnership can offer a healthy variety of work from blue chip 
corporations to SMEs and private individuals as well as a 
reasonable balance between direct and agency work.

Trade Mark Attorney, Qualified, London
As a Trade Mark Attorney in a major law firm, in addition to the 
responsibilities one would expect you will gain broader experience 
within IP as a whole.  The firm has an envious international client 
base and a culture that prioritises a balance between work and life.

Trade Mark Attorney, Home Counties
Be the second in command to a leading Trade Mark Partner and be 
helped to develop towards partnership yourself.  Work with a 
fantastic array of clients but benefit from the encouragement and 
support of the firm to grow your own portfolio.  Become a key 
contributor to the firm’s success and make your mark on the IP 
community as a whole. 

Poultry in Motion

Nothing Fowl

We need volunteers! If you would be interested in contributing articles or 
writing original work for our website then get in touch and get in print.

Flock to our eggcellent Group on Linkedin: www.linkedinfellows.com and don’t forget 
to take stock of our website at: www.fellowsandassociates.com for news, videos, jobs and more.

What are you? 

…Chicken?


